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Résumés
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This article deals with the claims on “vacant successions” (bona vacantia) and on “property of none”
(res nullius) in early modern Europe, with a focus on the case of the Spanish monarchy between the
thirteenth and eighteenth centuries (both in the old and in the new world). After briefly reconstructing
the legal debate on the matter, the essay tries to demonstrate how the control over successions was at
the centre of competing and conflicting claims, among which that of the “king heir”. In the end, what the
analysis of this problem shows is that the discontinuity created by the inability of human beings to
manage family and community goods and resources was a constant threat to the corporate membershipbased societies of those times. Therefore, a number of corporate bodies and institutions (such as the
Spanish Juzgado de bienes de difuntos) were encouraged to mobilize in order to ensure that no
patrimony were left without an owner, and that there was always someone responsible for responding to
the obligations deriving from the ownership of goods.
Cet article porte sur les revendications relatives aux « successions vacantes » (bona vacantia) et aux

« biens sans maître » (res nullius) dans l’Europe moderne, avec une attention particulière portée au cas
de la monarchie espagnole entre les XIIIe et XVIIIe siècles (aussi bien dans l’Ancien que dans le Nouveau
Monde). Après avoir brièvement reconstitué le débat juridique en la matière, cette contribution s’efforce
de démontrer comment le contrôle des successions était au centre de prétentions multiples et
conflictuelles, parmi lesquelles figurait celle du « roi héritier ». En dernière analyse, l’article témoigne
de ce que la discontinuité créée par l’incapacité des êtres humains à gérer les biens et les ressources de la
famille et de la communauté était une menace constante pour les sociétés corporatives de l’époque. Par
conséquent, toute une série de corporations et d’institutions (comme le Juzgado de bienes de difuntos
espagnol) furent poussées à se mobiliser pour éviter que les biens ne soient laissés sans propriétaires et
qu’il y ait toujours un responsable pour s’acquitter des obligations découlant de la propriété sur les
choses.
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The study of the strategies used by family institutions to ensure the continuity and survival of
the lineage name, estate, memory of ancestors and so on is both a social history and
anthropology topos1. Such strategies have been analysed primarily from a perspective that could
be defined “internal” to what a long tradition of study considers full blown corporate
households. What are being analysed are, in fact, the resources and tactics adopted by the
representatives/administrators of these corporations (marriage exchanges and alliances, wills
and donations, entail/majorat or chantries, etc.) for the ultimate purpose of ensuring the
corporation’s survival together with the appointment, each generation, of reliable corporation
representatives/administrators.
Less attention has been paid to the crisis and the failure of such reproduction strategies.
When a household representative/administrator was temporarily or permanently missing
(whether because of temporary absence, incapacity, criminal failure or because no appointment
had been made), whose duty was it to take on the financial, social, religious and the other
obligations expected of individual members and the domestic institution as a whole? Whose
duty was it to protect far off absent heirs, incapable of taking up their inheritance, deal with
creditors and carry out all third-party obligations? Whose duty was it to look after rights to
material assets or the souls of the dead –considered legal entities themselves– for example by
collecting real estate dues, paying religious and pro anima legacies for ancestors and also
ensuring that the patrimonium did not deteriorate or was not taken over illegally? Lastly, whose
duty was it to safeguard the community2 against the negative effects deriving from the inability
of the corporate households to accomplish their obligations (i.e. paying taxes, taking part in
maintaining local resources and ceremonial duties, maintaining borders between those who
belonged to the community and those who did not, etc.)?
In a “house-based society” (société à maisons) interest in perpetuating corporate households
went beyond the family institutions themselves. Such bodies actually performed a
fundamentally important role in the constitutional and socio-political order of the res publica
and were the basic unit of social and economic reproduction.
Faced with the ongoing risk of crisis and extinction of households, then, both sovereign and
community institutions (as well as the economic system as a whole) developed legal, social and
institutional devices, the purpose of which was to sustain the financial and constitutional
viability of family institutions, including, as a last resort, taking on the responsibilities of the
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corporate households and substituting them when they were not capable of fulfilling (or
fraudulently attempted to get out of) their primary duties to guarantee ad infinitum a
representative/administrator capable of carrying out the body’s responsibilities. To use a
modern parallel, it could be said that when a corporation’s pro tempore administrator was
absent, the community, religious or sovereign institutions developed administration methods to
safeguard such duties (through a sort of bankruptcy receiver) in order to manage and honour its
third-party obligations. The entire social order would, in fact, have been undermined if trust in
the solidity of the family institutions as a nucleus of social production and reproduction had
ceased to exist. These safeguarding devices, moreover, were always twofold in nature. On the
one hand, they were mechanisms for social control, through which the upper lay and
ecclesiastical echelons intervened in the internal dynamics of the bodies; and on the other hand,
they provided precious tools to the latter in laying claim to rights and responding to the risk of
failure.
The aim of this article is to analyse these safeguarding mechanisms and the institutions set up
to deal with the issue of the failure of domestic institutions, focusing attention on the
intergenerational transmission of assets, rights and obligations. In particular I will deal with the
topic of the management of what civil law calls hereditas iacens (literally “lying inheritance” or
“inheritance in abeyance”, i.e. estates which remain temporarily without an owner in
expectation of the legitimate heir’s claim to his rights) and vacant successions (what civil law
calls bona vacantia, estates with no owner as a result of the extinction of the inheritance
succession). This essay will be divided into three parts. First of all, I will attempt to deal with the
institution of “inheritance in abeyance” in its historical development, from Roman law to
European ius commune. Secondly, I will briefly attempt to offer a number of insights drawn
from the European context. Thirdly, I will examine the case of the Spanish monarchy, analysing
both the medieval tradition and the Early Modern Spanish world. In conclusion, I will make a
contribution to a comparative analysis of the issue.

Inheritance in Abeyance: from Roman Law
to ius commune europeum
6

7

8

“Family, i.e., patrimony”, noted Alberico de Rosciate (1290-1360) in his Dictionarium iuris
tam civilis quam canonici;3 in those same years Bartolus de Saxoferrato (1314-1357) similarly
considered that “in legal terms, family means patrimony”4: in other words, patrimony was
conceived of by European medieval jurists as the very essence, the “substance”, uniting family
lineage through its various generations, like an endless chain.5 As Andrea Romano acutely
highlighted, medieval and Early Modern family structures –real “political associations”–
revolved around two central elements: the authority of the pater familias (the head of the
family) and the integrity of the patrimonium (patrimony) whose “crisis point was the opening
up of the succession, when doubt was thrown on consolidated equilibria”.6 It was in this sense,
then, that the defence of patrimonial integrity, safeguarding the family’s social dignity and
political and economic power, and the tutelage of intergenerational transmission of assets (first
and foremost real estate) constituted the “cornerstone of the whole legal edifice”.7
Therefore, issues related to family inheritance and succession –above all in societies
conceived of as composed not of separate individuals but of corporate bodies modelled
primarily on the domestic model8– could not be regarded as a private matter, as they affected
the stability of the social order itself. It was thus natural that jurists should concern themselves
with establishing special devices designed to safeguard its correct working. Moreover, as ancien
régime economic relationships were broadly founded on credit,9 it is clear that guaranteeing
debt payment was once again not simply a matter of straightforward individual dealings, but
fully impacted on the sovereign authorities called on to guarantee order and justice.
What happened, then, when family assets were suspended between the deceased and its
heirs? Who would guarantee payment of the deceased’s debts, effective implementation of
legacies and legatees and the reciting of requiem masses for his soul? And what was to be done
in the event of an intestate death without the knowledge of legitimate heirs or perhaps in far off
place? Since ancient Roman times, a legal device had intervened to safeguard all the interests
which coalesced around an inheritance: the hereditas iacens institution. This principle still
exists in the law codes of many countries10 demonstrating that the issue dealt with here can be
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analysed in a variety of historical contexts and far beyond the confines of Europe. Hence, at least
a brief reference to the Roman world –a necessary reference point in subsequent European legal
thinking and institutions– is essential.
The main purpose of inheritance in abeyance was to “safeguard hereditary estates to the
benefit of future heirs”,11 that is to protect such estates from illegitimate occupation and prevent
usucaption (i.e. adverse possession or acquisitive prescription) by individuals attempting to
seize assets which remained temporarily without a possessor. It is important to note that this
principle, in fact, aimed at distinguishing between these assets, on the one hand, and nobody’s
things (res nullius) or assets voluntarily abandoned by their owners (res derelictae), on the
other.12 The fundamental difference between these two categories of ownerless assets –perhaps
we should properly say “possessorless”– was the title by which they could be acquired. Nobody’s
things could be acquired by means of occupation (as occurred in the case of wartime occupation,
manu militari, of abandoned land). The institution of the hereditas iacens, on the other hand,
was designed to avoid (as occurred “in the early days of Roman history”, according to
Bartolomeo Dusi)13 such goods falling into the hands of the first who occupied them. As we will
see when we look at the Iberian case, it was an issue of considerable importance, but which was
not always clear in practice.
The question which Roman and later medieval jurists were called on to respond to was
essentially this: during the abeyance period, who was the legal subject of the hereditary estate,
that is “of the rights and duties to which the deceased had previously been subject and the rights
and duties emerging ex novo during this interval?”14 In all likelihood Roman jurists dealt with
the subject of hereditas iacens as a simple de facto situation, without according it specific legal
status. What interested them was providing practical tools to the administrators of such estates
to deal with this state of suspension.15
The notion that abeyant inheritance could in itself constitute a juridic person is more likely
Justinian16 and, above all, medieval in origin. The very concept of persona ficta, as is well
known, is the outcome of a medieval elaboration of the concept of person, which –from
Boethius ( † 524 CE ca.) to Baldus de Ubaldis ( † 1400 CE) via Pope Innocent IV (Sinibaldo
Fieschi, †1254 CE)– by means of theological and legal debates, built the foundations for those
common constitutional principles of the ius commune europaeum, which lasted until the 19th
century (and in some places even later).17
Hence, only in the light of medieval and early modern conception of succession can longlasting ideas like the one Henry Sumner Maine found to be “the centre round which the whole
[Roman] Law of Testamentary and Intestate succession” orbited be understood, that is “the
principle that a man lives on in his Heir”.18 This belief was still operative in the early modern era
and beyond. As an example, the mid-19th century edition of the Italian Dictionary of the
Accademia della Crusca,19 in its definition of the term identity, still reported a 17th century
jurisprudential excerpt from Cardinal Giovan Battista De Luca ( † 1683 CE), one of the most
important early modern Italian jurists and author of the influential Theatrum veritatis et
justitiae:20 “after the acceptance of the inheritance […] the heir identified himself […] as a
whole with the deceased, and their patrimonies mixed up”.21 The heir, through succession,
identified himself with his ancestor.
In legal terms De Luca could have said that they have the same person. What does this mean?
As Bartolomé Clavero has clearly shown, until the late 18th and 19th century “person” as a legal
term “did not signify or could signify individual in the meaning of human being”22. In medieval
and early modern legal terminology, the individual could only have a person, not be a person; in
other words, the individual could or could not have “legal capacity”, in any possible way he
could be regarded as a “legal subject”.23
If an individual could not be a person, but rather have a person, the term has to be
understood in its original Latin meaning, passing through the mediation of medieval theology,24
as a theatrical mask an individual could wear in court, representing a person in its status, that is
with all his rights and obligations. This makes understandable the fact that the same material
and physical person (persona corporalis) could have and represent more than one person at a
time, like the famous two bodies of Ernst Kantorowicz’s king.25 “The one who has two statuses,
dignities or offices, represents two persons, different and enigmatically separated”.26
Not surprisingly, then, when the concept of persona ficta was developed in medieval legal
doctrine,27 the terminology and the technical expressions used are those used by Roman law to
designate the hereditary succession28 in which the lying inheritance was equated to a “sort of
fictitious person” representing the image of the dead, whilst and until a “real” person (the heir)
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accepted it.29 After his identification with the ancestor, as we have seen, the heir would
represent the person of the deceased and wear the latter’s legal mask.30
In this regard, as Bartolus de Saxoferrato (†1357) stated, hereditas was expressly compared to
the universitas (corporation) by late medieval jurists:
The universitas […] is the person represented, as it is what represents the living person
indeed, so it can own and have usufruct rights […] but the inheritance represents the
person of the deceased –or, as well– The person of the dead is represented by the
inheritance.31
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The same is asserted by Paulus Castrensis ( † 1441) talking about lying inheritance as the
representative of the deceased’s legal person:
The lying inheritance is a sort of fictitious person: representing the person of the
deceased, after it is accepted, this representation is transferred to a real person, that is
the heir of the represented person, therefore the fiction, or the fictitious representation,
ceases.32
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This is the explanation behind an expression that, at first sight, might sound curious: debtors
and creditors claim to have debts or credits against the “deceased’s goods” or somebody’s
inheritance, not against the deceased himself. The very name of the tribunal we are about to
analyse reveals the main character of our story: in the Juzgado de bienes de difuntos (the
Tribunal of deceased goods), and in its “autos sobre bienes de difuntos” (judicial decrees on
deceased goods), goods, not people, seem to be the main actor.
However, what occurred when the heir was absent, could not or would not accept the
inheritance? The hereditas iacens could not act in court, could not pay the debts of its late
owner or collect his credits, could not endow his daughters or buy requiem masses for his soul,
in other words carry on all the deceased’s duties, without a human legal representative (Paulus
Castrensis’ personam veram). Like a child, or an incompetent, he needed a tutor or, better, an
administrator (curator).33
In most cases the de cuius, by means of the testament, would nominate executors, and his
networks of kin, friends, and neighbours would carry out his last will. At the same time,
creditors could appeal to a notary or a city’s and sovereign’s court in order to defend their rights,
for instance by acting against executors or requesting the designation of an inheritance’s
curator.34
Nevertheless, a great many people suddenly died intestate and often very far from home,
where nobody even knew their names and parental relationships. What happened to their
“substance”, that bundle of patrimony, rights and obligation that –as Bartolus said– was to be
considered the very essence of a family? Someone had to take care of it: ultimately no estate
could remain unclaimed, no inheritance could be left without an heir, representing the legal
person of the deceased and fulfilling his duties towards society.35 In the last instance, where no
heir was available, sovereigns claimed the right to intervene: as the father of the realm,36 princes
claimed by right to succeed and represent the person of the deceased.37
Therefore, this is the reason that fiscal courts appointed to defend public treasury were
frequently charged with requisitioning vacant inheritances, carrying out all the appropriate
investigations in order to exclude the existence of potential legitimate successors and evaluating
the credentials and the titles of aspirant heirs and creditors in early modern European
monarchies and republics.

Tutelage over Abeyant Inheritance in Early
Modern Europe
23

The work by Simona Cerutti offers one of the clearest examples of the great potential for
comparison on this theme. The case of the Piemontese diritto d’ubena in the ancien régime
period shows that the intervention of the monarch in foreigners’ succession –“foreigners, that is
the deceased without heirs”– was legitimised by a powerful social demand for “control and
ordering of the transmission of uncertain estates”.38 This claim is not, then, to be interpreted as
undue interference by an “absolutist state” in the private affairs of its subjects39 but rather as a
“prudent” measure designed to safeguard “unclear” interests. The Piedmontese Royal fisc
described its role as “protecting the interests of the “uncertain” and the absent who claim to be
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legitimate heirs or have interests and rights to inheritance”.40 This defence of the absent
resembles what happened in Latin American communities where –as we will see in the next
paragraph– in addition to the defensor de bienes de difuntos present in every Audiencia, a
whole series of public defenders charged with defending the rights of the incapable (whether
they were real persons or fictitious ones) existed in municipal communities in the 18th and 19th
centuries. “A public defender of minors, a defender of the absent, a defender of abeyant
inheritances […] a defender of potential right, a functionary in charge of defending the
community”.41 These public defenders, who also existed in Castile under the name “padre
general de los Menores y defensor de ausentes”42 resemble the Piedmontese “lawyer of the poor”
cited by Cerutti.
Safeguarding the estates of the deceased and the rights of the absent is never to be regarded,
then, as a specific feature of a given historical context. In Early Modern Portugal a range of
subjects and tribunals carried out this role. In the first place, as in Castile, in Portugal there
were royal courts with global jurisdiction called on to carry out very similar duties to those
which we will describe for the Spanish empire. These were the so-called Juízo da India e da
Mina e das Justificações Ultramarinas (Court of India and the Gulf of Guinea and of Overseas
Justifications) in Lisbon and the Provedoria dos Defuntos, ausentes, capelas e resíduos
(Advocacy Office of the deceased and absents’ estates, chantries and residues) in the various
colonial territories. The Provedoria has been described thus for the province of Minas Gerais
(Brazil) in the 18th century:
The Provedoria […] was a legal institution which received, in second instance, cases from
the Juízo de Órfãos (the Orphans’ Tribunal). Its main characteristic consisted in direct
intervention in matters relating to inheritance property and regulation.43
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As in the case of Castile, in Portugal this protection was medieval in origin and originated in
the turmoil of the Reconquista where the problem of safeguarding the absent was frequently
linked to its falling into Muslim hands.44 In addition to safeguarding the inheritance of minors,
the Juízo dos Órfãos was also entrusted with the task of appointing a curator for the “estates of
the absent and the deceased who have not left an heir” and with “defending the said inheritance
from demands made on it by creditors”.45 With the extension of the Empire, such figures also
appeared in the colonies –firstly in Asia and then in America– remaining in close contact with
the Lisbon tribunal Juízo das Justificações Ultramarinas46 whose functions were similar to
those performed by the Spanish Casa de Contratación. Contending with the “curator king” in
the safeguarding of abeyant inheritances there were also the powerful Misericórdias in the
Portuguese empire (on which subject Isabel Dos Guimarães Sá’s work is cardinal). The Santa
Casa da Misericórdia was a Portuguese charitable institution, a brotherhood founded at the end
of the 15th century and placed under direct royal protection which spread across the Empire
with branches extending from Nagasaki in Japan to inland Brazil. With its global scale network
and the privileges it enjoyed, it was frequently used by the Portuguese scattered across the globe
to pass on their inheritances at home. In exchange, these institutions obtained not only
generous bequests (up to half of estates) but could also take advantage of these huge sums of
money for lending operations.47
The jurisdictional privileges enjoyed by the hospitals, charitable institutions and pious places
in general made them a frequently used channel for the transferral of whole estates all through
Europe, as they offered guarantees even across jurisdictional borders in the various Christian
kingdoms: as an example, they could protect assets against the claims of a foreign king. As
attorney Henry Aymond argued, defending the rights of the Lyon Hôtel-Dieu to the inheritance
of a French merchant who died in the Spanish Lombardy against the Milanese Fisc’s right of
reprisal, the assets of religious institutions (such as hospitals) could not be confiscated because:
[…] it cannot be said that these assets pertains to any French subject, but rather
exclusively to a holy place [the Lyon Hôtel-Dieu Hospital], which falls under the
protection of the Blessed Virgin, which is [the Virgin Mary] the same across the whole of
Christendom.48
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It is thus clear that such institutions (powerful credit institutions governed by local elites)
were frequently held to be an effective and safer alternative to entrusting one’s estates to (often
chaotic and contorted) royal justice. The Portuguese Misericordia model was, and not by
chance, exported to the Philippines by Portuguese emigrants who founded a Santa Mesa de la
Misericordia in Manila (1594), the sole institution (as far as I am aware) to receive privileges by
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the Spanish sovereign enabling it to administer abeyant inheritances beyond the jurisdiction of
the Juzgado de bienes de difuntos.49
Returning to Europe, then, in various states of Early Modern Italy specific fiscal courts dealt
with recognising legitimate heirs and safeguarding vacant inheritances (and, more generally,
recovering bona nullius). To cite just a few examples, in the State of Milan (which was under the
Spanish Habsburg crown from 1535 to 1700 and then, until the mid-19th century, under the
Austrian Habsburgs) it was the Magistrato straordinario which was responsible for this task. In
the Republic of Venice, of the various magistracies charged with supervising vacant successions,
the Ufficiali al Cattaver merits mention first of all.50 Just like the Venetian Republic, in the
ancien regime Kingdom of Naples succession always required certification by a magistrate.
Thus, to defend one’s status as heir, “those with reason to fear uncertain or contestable
inheritance or those with minors to safeguard” usually requested the so-called “preamble
decree” from the Gran Corte della Vicarìa tribunal.51 Preamble decrees, according to definitions
by Giuseppe Maria Galanti, were “decrees with which someone is declared heir to another”, a
certificate of kinship which distinguished those who belonged from foreigners.52 The Giudici del
Proprio performed a similar task in Venice.
An analogous role to these continental tribunals was played by English common law at the
Probate courts, using a procedure which echoes that of medieval Spain, with the intervention of
“good neighbours” in the inventory and protection of abeyant estates:
Shortly after the death of one of the wealthier parishioners, an inventory of his or her
goods would be drawn up by two neighbours and the goods valued as a protection for the
heirs. The will and inventory would be taken by the appointed executors to the probate
court, considered there and usually after this the executors would be empowered to
dispose of the property. The property of someone who died intestate could be inherited
once letters of administration had been obtained from the probate court.53
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Going beyond sovereign institutions, cities could lay claim to the role of “‘supreme will
executor’ (obrister geschäfftherr)” for their citizens, too, as dictated by the Council of
Regensburg, a free city of the Holy Roman Empire, in 1464. It was precisely to ensure this role
that other German cities such as Lübeck, Vienna and Konstanz registered the last will and
testament of their citizens to ensure that these were respected even in the event of death abroad.
In 1386, for example, the Council of Regensburg sent a great many letters to Italy to its
counterpart in Bologna to ensure that the Masses provided for in Friedrich Mäller’s will –
merchant and citizen of Regensburg– were effectively being performed.54 Similarly, the statutes
of the Florence Comune protected creditors from non-payment by heirs who gave up their
inheritances in an attempt to avoid paying the debts of their kin, activating its magistracies in
safeguarding these interests.55 In other contexts, such as in Zagreb (now in Croatia), cities could
claim the right to succeed in vacant estates. Medieval Zagreb’s foundation charter (1242)
stipulated that “the poor ought to receive at least a third of the property of those who died
heirless and intestate (the other two-thirds were destined for the urban community and the
Church)” and documents from 16th century confirm that this claim was still put into practice by
local courts.56
Where these were not available or heirs preferred not to resort to royal justice, mercantile and
private networks could replace them. Emma Rothschild has told the story of French Marie
Aymard of Angoulême, for example, wife of a carpenter who died in Martinique (an island of the
Antilles). In order to claim her rights she appeared before a notary in 1764 to state that her
husband’s inheritance, a small fortune consisting of “a certain quantity of Negroes and some
mules”, was now “in the hands of M. Vandax, a ship owner or merchant living on the harbor
promenade of Martinique or in Fort St Pierre”. Having learnt of this “by certain people in the
town of Angoulême […] she now, having heard that a sublieutenant in the merchant navy was
going to Martinique, wished to nominate him, in a procuration or power of attorney, to recover
the possible fortune”.57 As far as I know, at least until the18th century, no centralised system
similar to the Spanish or Portuguese ones existed in the coeval French empire. Royal droit
d’aubaine privileges may have been granted to the Compagnie des Indes Occidentales, as the
litigation in front of the upper council of Île de Bourbon between the lawyer of a certain Bellon
family and the Compagnie des Indes claiming precisely such right would seem to suggest.58
Elsewhere, the question must have fallen to the ordinary courts: the socalled “Curateurs aux
biens vaquants” are mentioned in Martinique at the end of 17th century, and after the
suppression of the Compagnie (1674) the collection of the successions en déshérence seem to
have been entrusted to these curators, officers of justice appointed by the Superior Councils of

each colony.59 During the 18th century, a more centralised system must have been put in place,
at least from the starting point of a 1781 edict,60 as is shown by the voluminous (and still
unexplored) fund “Successions vacantes” at the Archives Nationales d’outre-mer in Aix-enProvence (whose most oldest documents concerning the Antilles date back to 1714).61 As for the
territory of the Kingdom of France, instead, rural history studies have shown that vacant and
abandoned land (the so-called terrains en non-valeur, i.e. “no-value” assets) reverted back to
the communities, which were free to assign them to anyone who committed to paying the
communal taxes.62

Royal Claim of Vacant Estates in the
Kingdom of Castile and the Viceroyalty of
New Spain
32
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Royal succession to the property of those who died without a legitimate heir was just one of
the possible solutions to the issue of vacant inheritance. As far as Iberian history is concerned,
as a well-documented article by Francisco Tómas y Valiente shows, High Middle Ages’
“successions were sometimes concluded in the Church’s favour, sometimes in favour of the soul
of the deceased or the city or even the owner of the house the individual died in”.63 During the
period of Visigoth domination (6th century-711 CE), although the German tradition accorded
local lords the right to acquire the goods of those who died heirless, the Breviary of Alaric (Lex
Romana Visigothorum 506 CE) adopted a norm from Codex Theodosianus (438 CE) in which it
was the municipal curia which acquired such vacant inheritances.64
In the early Middle Ages, two different impulses contributed to a solution which was very
different from the one envisaged by Roman law. In a context in which the monarchy was weak,
the loss of importance of the free testamentary disposition of goods (in favour of ipso iure
automatic succession), and the influence of the ecclesiastical institutions, contributed to the
affirmation of principles according to which vacant assets tended not to leave the municipal
context and, above all, to be used for the salvation of the soul of the deceased, for charitable
work (such as help to the poor or hospitals) or public work benefiting the town or village
community (repairing bridges or walls, etc.) In the local laws that took root in the 11th and 12th
centuries it was thus the local community and the local poor who benefited from such goods.65
In effect, such an evolution is not incompatible with medieval Germanic law, and its
theoretical justification was less a matter of a claim to succession rights by the community than
a right of reversion (ius devolutionis, Heimfallsrecht) claimed by it over local property.66 What
was being safeguarded was, in the last analysis, not the rights of absent heirs but the
community’s right not to see its resources diminished by a foreign heir. Evidence of this is to be
found in the treatment reserved for foreigners’ goods (defined as “someone not neighbour”, i.e.
not vecino) dying without in loco heirs by the local fueros (statutes, customs):67 their estates
were de facto presumed heirless and seized by “hosts”, or the deceased’s “lord”, who had to
devolve a fifth of these in favour of the deceased’s soul.68 There was thus no space for searching
out a potential legitimate heir or for claims by the latter.
The treatment reserved for foreigners, i.e. non-members of the local community, is significant
in understanding the underlying rationale of the solutions adopted for vacant inheritances. Most
revealing, in my opinion, are the methods with which royal jurisdiction began to establish itself
in this sphere, beginning precisely from the safeguarding of a specific category of subjects
without local roots, legally labelled “miserables” to the extent that they were poor in relationship
resources,69 i.e. pilgrims.
In the Spanish context in particular it was pilgrimages to Santiago de Compostela which
generated huge pilgrim flows (and merchants, to whom the same laws applied).70 An analysis of
the various royal dispositions and privileges granted to places on the Camino de Compostela in
the 11th and 12th centuries makes clear that it was three subjects who claimed the goods of
foreigners who died ab intestato: the kings of the various Christian kingdoms which divided up
the Iberian peninsula, the ecclesiastical institutions and those who had provided
accommodation to these foreigners. Solutions alternated, sometimes moving in favour of the
Church and the king, as ruled by King of León Alfonso IX,71 and at others, as in the Fueros de
Castilla, giving precedence to the pilgrims’ hosts. It was the Siete Partidas (1265)72 resolution
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which came to the fore, however, and developed Alfonso IX’s dispositions.73 On the intestate
death of a pilgrim those hosting them were to call “two good men” from the town to recognise
his goods and inventory them. His things were then to be put into safekeeping by the bishop
who had jurisdiction over the place of the pilgrim’s death, who was to send a letter to the
deceased’s place of origin to enable any heirs to state their claim to succession. If no-one did so,
the vacant inheritance was to be used for charitable work at the bishop’s discretion.74 As we will
see, this norm was echoed in the settlement adopted in the New World three centuries later.75
Unsurprisingly, in the long run, the primary determination in royal legislation was favourable
to the fiscal coffers and royal finance. From the Fuero Real (1255)76 –collected into the Castilian
Nueva Recopilación in 1567– onwards, it was the king who had the right to vacant goods:
If pilgrims die without leaving a will, local Alcaldes [ordinary judges] in the place of
death receive the goods and pay for their burial with this, and what remains they store
away and inform us in order that we may organise what is to be done.77
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Not only did the progressive reception of Roman law (under the influence of Italian glossators
and Azo in particular) legitimate the royal fiscal claims to control such vacant estates, but it also
combined with a progressive thinning out of the ranks of heirs with potential rights to
succession, in favour of royal inheritance. Limited to the 10th degree of kinship in the 13th
century, collateral kinship was further reduced to the 4th degree in the 16th century.78
Ultimately, claims by the kings of Castile-Leon to the goods of the heirless deceased was only
one of a number of solutions found to the problem of vacant inheritance in Medieval Iberia.
Various entities (the Church, local communities, the poor, those who exerted a sort of direct
lordship over the dead at the moment of their deaths) laid claim to a role in the safeguarding of
vacant succession (in the last instance by appropriating these), and the kings were only one of
these, though certainly strengthened by ever greater power at least from the mid-13th century
onwards. On a purely legal level, a series of contradictory precepts survived even in royal
legislation into the 16th century: the Leyes de Toro (1505), for example, still established that
vacant inheritances were in part to go to spouses and in part to be used for charitable work “for
the souls” of the deceased, therefore excluding the royal fisc.79
The situation was further complicated by the partial alienation of fiscal rights over vacant
goods which occurred in the 14th and 15th centuries. From the mid-14th century onwards, in
fact, the kings of Castile granted the Merced and Trinidad orders,80 especially active in
ransoming Christian prisoners and slaves who had fallen into Muslim hands, the right to the
“pro anima share” (one fifth) of vacant inheritances. These privileges were confirmed by
Ferdinand and Isabella, the Catholic Kings, in the 15th century and further entities came
forward with claims to the “soul’s fifth”, namely the commissioners of the Tribunal of the Holy
Crusade.
If in general, as we saw above, the idea existed that vacant goods were to be used in some way
for the “public good” and charitable work for the souls of the dead, under the influence of the
crusading Reconquista spirit,81 one possible interpretation of this public interest was certainly
the anti-Muslim struggle, as was paying the ransoms of Christian prisoners in the hands of the
infidels (a charitable work, indeed).82 It is thus unsurprising that vacant goods (together with
bienes mostrencos, i.e. nobody’s things) ended up in the hands of the General commissioner,
and then the Madrid Consejo de Cruzada (Crusade Council).
The origin of this administration has not yet been clarified by historians. It would seem that a
sort of “colecturía” (collector’s office), managed by the Apostolic Nuncio to organise the tributes
owed by the Spanish clergy and faithful to the Holy See, existed in the 13th century, and these
tributes included contributions to the Crusades. During the 15th century a whole range of Papal
Bulls were granted to the Castile monarchs for the purposes of gathering resources for the
conquest of Granada (the last surviving Muslim kingdom in Spain) and for the anti-Turkish
struggle. In exchange for these contributions the faithful received indulgences valid not only for
their own souls but also for those of their deceased kin.83 This revenue (one of the so-called
three graces) was converted into a de facto royal tax (although called extraordinary and
ecclesiastical in nature) in 1482.84 It was precisely the revenues generated by the preachings of
the Bula de la Cruzada (i.e. indulgences acquired by the faithful) which generated an
ecclesiastical administrative machine (under royal control), at both central and local levels, first
with the appointment of a General Commissioner heading a specific tribunal and then the
creation of a supreme organ such as the Council mentioned above (in 1554), entrusted with a
dual ecclesiastical and temporal jurisdiction.
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This is not the place to analyse this issue further (as it will be the subject of an in-depth study
by Thomas Glesener).85 What should be noted here, however, is that (perhaps from the 15th
century onwards, although the issue is not clear) from the kingdom of Charles I (1516-1556) and
then above all after the formation of the Consejo de Cruzada86, it was the sub-delegate
commissioners of the Cruzada who had sole power to “request and require abintestatos from
those lacking heirs up to the fourth degree”.87 Vacant goods, such as res nullius and derelictae
(which, as we have seen, were called bienes mostrencos),88 turned into extraordinary tax
revenues specifically used to pursue the ends of the Catholic monarchy in defence and in the
promotion of “the public cause of evangelical truth”.89
From this point of view, Thomas Glesener has rightly noted that, while the granting of vacant
goods to the Crusade Tribunal crossed the Iberian peninsula and extended to the crown of
Aragon, theoretically “this jurisdiction was limited in the Indies where the royal Audiencias [the
supreme royal courts] were declared to be the only ones entitled to deal in these matters”.90 As
early as the first half of the 16th century bulas were circulating in the New World, although it
was initially forbidden to preach indulgences to the Indios. The financial needs of the crown
prompted it, in 1574, to extend the collection of such “donations” to the Spanish Americas and
set up a Crusade Tribunal in the Realms of the Indies too.91
Whatever the claims of those –such as Juan de Solórzano Pereira– who argued that the
privileges granted to the religious orders and the Cruzada in Castile should not apply to the
Indies,92 conflicts soon arose between them and the ordinary jurisdiction. Both royal laws and
ordinances and “the municipal laws of our Indies”, wrote Sólorzano Pereira, concurred in
forbidding “the Crusades and the Merced religious order” from interfering in the collection of
vacant goods and Mostrencos, and this had been frequently reiterated throughout the 16th and
17th centuries. Nonetheless, Sólorzano Pereira himself –which, in addition to having written
important treatises and been the main compiler of the Indian law collection, had first served as
a judge at the Lima Audiencia and then on the supreme Consejo de Indias Council– had been
obliged to defend the rights of the Crown at the Consejo de Indias in 1620 against the clergy of
the Nuestra Señora de la Merced.93 The conflict with the administration of the Bull of the
Crusade must have been already in place in the first quarter of the 16th century if, in 1532, a
royal letter from Madrid to the Royal Audiencia in Santo Domingo forbade “the treasurers,
collectors and other individuals in charge on this island [La Española] of levying the Bull of the
Crusade”94 from appropriating mostrencos goods. Once again, in the mid-17th century, as the
New Spain documentation shows, the Mexico City Crusade’s treasurer officer sent his own
commissioner to the Yucatan to check that “mostrencos abitenstatos” had effectively been seized
by the local sub-delegate commissioner.95As in the Iberian Peninsula, the issue still requires
further examination in the colonial context.96 However, a “very peculiar specialty”97
characterised the Indian context, namely the so-called Juzgado de Bienes de Difuntos. The
Audiencias ordinary justice not only had to compete with the Crusade Tribunal, with the
ecclesiastical (Juzgado de testamentos, capellanías y obras pías) and other lay tribunals (e.g.
from 18th century onwards the Juzgado de la acordada),98 but from 1550 onwards it also had to
share its jurisdiction with another privileged tribunal defending the rights of the Royal fisc.
In fact, it was immediately evident, in the early years of the 16th century, that the transoceanic movement which had begun in what was soon to become a global scale empire,
exacerbated the problems generated by the management of the goods of the first conquistadores
and Spanish colonisers who died in the Western Indies. The new situation, however, would not
be regulated until the Real Audiencias were found. The first measure taken by the Madrid court
to deal with the problem was a Real Provisión issued in Granada in 152699, which explicitly
condemned the fact that the goods of those who died “in our Indies have not been handed over
entirely, nor as rapidly as they might have been, to their legitimate or ab intestato heirs”. This
was greatly “to the detriment of the said heirs and has blocked the execution of pro anima
legacies by the said deceased”.100 The finger was pointed in particular at will executors, those
who managed the abeyance, who were said to be guilty of misappropriation. Even when they
sent the goods of the deceased to Seville’s Casa de Contratación, as required by the law,101 they
were accused of having done so without “indicating the nicknames or surnames of the deceased,
nor the places in which they were vecinos [citizens], thus making it difficult, if not impossible, to
locate their heirs”.102
Starting from this date, then, certain roles designed to manage the abeyant inheritances
began to be created: the royal officials in the Reales Audiencias (jueces-oidores) were
responsible for presiding over and certifying the work of the will executors (such as, for
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example, goods inventories, safekeeping and sale at auction). Additionally, to safeguard abeyant
inheritances, the role of the tenedor de bienes de difuntos (keeper of the deceased’s assets) was
introduced in such places in which no ordinary justice officers existed. It would seem that the
first mention of the issue in the acts of the Mexico City town council dates to 1528-1529, years in
which the first “diputados de los bienes de difuntos” took place.103
It was with the Carta Acordada of the 16th of April 1550 (completed by an ordinance dating
to 8th August 1556)104 that a special tribunal in charge of the management of abeyant
inheritances of Spaniards who died in the Indies, the so-called Juzgado de Bienes de Difuntos,
was set up. This provided for the yearly appointment of a judge in each Audiencia to act as Juez
mayor de bienes de difuntos (supreme judge of the goods of the deceased). In provinces with a
governor and no Audiencia it was the former who were to nominate such judges. To reach even
the remotest places, lastly, ad hoc commissioners were to be appointed.105
This resulted in a special jurisdiction for specific categories of vassals of the King of Castile:
the Juzgado was to be informed of ab intestato deaths distinguishing, firstly, between those
who had left heirs in loco and those who had left these behind in the Iberian peninsula. As a
measure taken by Philip IV in 1653 read:
We order that ab intestato deaths be dealt with and notified to the Juzgados de bienes de
difuntos even where it is not [initially] known that heirs and interested parties are in this
Kingdom of Castile or where death took place, with the restriction that cases in which the
deceased dies in a province in which he is known to have children or legitimate heirs in
the absence of these, so known that no doubt is cast on their kinship relationship by
succession or ancestry, need not be notified to the Juez general [de bienes de difuntos]
but are a matter of ordinary justice and where the contrary is publicly known deaths
must be notified to the Juzgado de bienes de difuntos because the privilege of the Royal
fisc excludes ordinary jurisdiction in such cases.106
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As the colonising process gradually progressed, in fact, a dual channel was created: ordinary
justice dealt with the inheritance process where the deceased had a stable residence and heirs in
loco; an exclusive and privileged justice favoured the crown’s fiscal claims in vacant inheritances
and thus safeguarded the hereditary transmission of all those mobile “Spaniards” who had no
stable roots in the Realm of the Indies.
From 1550 onwards, then, the Juzgado claimed virtually global privileged jurisdiction
encompassing all the “Realms of the Indies” from the Americas to the Philippines and even
expecting to be notified of deaths outside the confines of Spanish sovereignty, such as in the
case of the claims of the Juez Mayor of Manila to be informed of the deaths of Spaniards in
China or Japan.107
The Juzgado’s modus operandi can be described as follows: it was in charge of ensuring that
the hereditary assets of individuals who had been born in Spain but died in the Indies without
successors in situ were temporarily administered, successfully transferred to Spain (to the Real
Audiencia y Casa de la Contratación de India in Seville) and finally delivered to their legitimate
heirs. This institution performed three essential tasks: it acted as a sort of executor for the
deceased persons who had no family or any other networks who would enact their wills in the
place where they died; it protected the rights of absent and unidentified heirs, as well as
creditors, by preventing misappropriation of the assets in question; and it carried out enquiries
in the places in which the deceased had lived, evaluated the evidence presented by aspiring
heirs, and identified legitimate heirs and creditors in the Iberian Peninsula.
Thus, this global tribunal reconstructed the context in which the individual could be
identified, and re-established connections between persons and goods that intercontinental
mobility had, in some way, weakened. Serge Gruzinski used an enlightening simile when he
compared the historian’s job with that of an electrician, repairing the connections between
phenomena and historical actors and re-enabling the “flow of electricity” through a previously
disconnected network.108 In some ways, the Juzgado de Bienes de Difuntos tried to reach the
same goal in seeking a deceased person’s legitimate heirs and creditors and offering them the
opportunity to justify their claims. In other words, the tribunal offered an institutional way of
transmitting property, where personal and informal networks had failed to accomplish their
duty: transmitting the inheritance from a person to his heirs.
Normally, a bienes de difuntos lawsuit could be summarized as follows.
It usually began when a local Spanish judicial authority (tenientes de gobernador, alcaldes
mayores, corregidores and their local tenants, etc.)109 learned that someone had died without
heirs nearby.110 Subsequently, the local judicial authorities were entrusted with the
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precautionary seizure of the deceased’s movable and immovable property. At this first stage,
alcaldes and corregidores, by means of witnesses and material evidence, investigated the
identity and the origin of the deceased person, whether or not he111 had written a last will and
testament, and any rumours about a wife, children or other relatives entitled to succeed in Spain
(or in other parts of the Indies). Moreover, they sought information about his pending debts and
claims, and received petitions from any person who claimed rights against the inheritance.
Thereafter, all the deceased’s belongings were auctioned off in order to pay all possible
expenses (e.g. burial costs, etc.) and meet creditors’ claims and official fees (e.g. those of the
tenedor, the escrivanos, the parish priest, etc.) The remaining assets were sent to the Juzgado
chest (caja de bienes de difuntos) of the Audiencia under whose jurisdiction the village, town or
city lay. There, the Juez general de bienes de difuntos sent the file and the money to the Casa de
Contratación in Seville (after 1717, in Cádiz) with the first fleet departing towards the Iberian
peninsula. Furthermore, in every Audiencia, there was a defensor de bienes de difuntos, a
defence attorney who represented the inheritance in abeyance in court and safeguarded its
interests.
When the trial arrived at the Casa de Contratación a second phase of the lawsuit began. In
Seville, the President and judges of the Casa de Contratación had to publish news about the
arrival of an unclaimed inheritance. Furthermore, they sent messengers to the towns and cities
of the presumed heirs where town criers read the edict in the public squares and the parish
priest did the same at Sunday mass.112 This was the way the heirs –but also the creditors–
became aware of the death of a relative and, consequently, showed up in court (personally or by
means of an attorney), in order to demonstrate their identities and family relationships, by
means of both oral witnesses and written evidence (i.e. baptism and marriage certificates, etc.).
If nobody objected (objections caused additional investigations and even trials in the Casa de
Contratación), they would eventually come into possession of the inheritance.
As previously said, while abeyant inheritance represented the person of the deceased, it, in
turn, needed to be represented by an administrator: that is the sovereign himself, by means of
his delegated justice. The Juzgado tribunal, then, fostered the flow of information and
knowledge that allowed the network that linked the heirs and creditors to the deceased goods to
be reconstructed.
As can thus be seen, what had been created was a jurisdiction designed to safeguard, a specific
category of the king’s vassals (potential and actual misappropriations by royal officials
notwithstanding) together with the Royal fisc’s rights.113
The creation of the dual channel referred to above is significant, in my opinion, and can be
explained in the light of what studies such as those of Tamar Herzog, Simona Cerutti and
Isabelle Grangaud have shown us on the subject of “foreigners”, or rather “extraneousness”, in
the pre-modern world.114 As occurred elsewhere in Europe, the Castilian monarch claimed the
right to confiscate the goods of foreigners who died in the Realms of the Indies.115 This right –
called in France droit d’aubaine (and in Italy albinaggio or ubena)– was described effectively
by Jean Bacquet as follows:
[…] it was introduced in France […] in order to have knowledge of who is born of the
kingdom, and of who is not born of it, while nevertheless having come there to reside,
and in order to make a distinction between the one and the other.
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As Simona Cerutti has argued, then, it was primarily conceived of as a social classification
tool, “as an instrument to identify ‘real’ foreigners”.116 What were the signs marking out a real
foreigner from the others? In the first place, incorporation into a succession chain. The so-called
“droit de batârdise”, in which the inheritances of illegitimate children (born from adulterous
relationships) were confiscated, was proof of this: in the early 17th century, the french jurist
Jean Boullenois considered this right to be common to “the right of mortmain over a servant,
the d’épave right claimed against a foreigner who died in a lordship, the d’aubaine right claimed
over a domiciled foreigner”.117 The impossibility of succession, then, defined whoever was
foreign to that body which constitutionally constituted society’s fundamental unit, the family. As
a matter of fact, according to Jean Bodin’s famous definition, the Res publica was “a lawfull
government of many families, and of that which unto them in common belongeth, with a
puissant soveraigntie”.118
Just as the droit d’aubaine, therefore, was designed to distinguish “those who belonged” from
foreigners, the Juzgado, it seems to me, was entrusted in the same way with the defence of the
king’s vassals against the dangers of being treated like foreigners. Those subjected to its
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jurisdiction were, in fact, characterised by a specific vulnerability: mobility. As mobile persons,
they were thus lacking sufficient relational capital, i.e. a network of people who could defend
their right to be incorporated into a chain of succession in the places they died in. In this sense,
like the pilgrims and merchants protected by royal privileges in the 13th century, they were
vassals of the king who would in some way have shared the fate of all those categories of
foreigners incapable of passing on their estates if they had been left to the local justice of the
New World.
From this perspective, it is in the light of the special protection accorded by the sovereign
authorities to “miserables” –whose poverty was to be seen more as a legal fragility than a state
of economic deprivation119– in line with medieval precedents, that the apparent contradictions
to be found in the practices of the Juzgado de bienes de difuntos in the colonial territories and
the Casa de Contratación in Seville can be understood. Once again, the treatment meted out to
foreigners gives us an insight into the internal logics of the Spanish institutions.
In my research experience, I have, in fact, found that the tribunals in the Indies did not
confiscate the goods of foreigners who died ab intestato in the colonial territories where these
had local heirs (despite the fact that this is what the law required them to do).120 This was the
case, for example, of Domingo de Araújo, citizen of the town of Ovar121 (Oporto bishopric, in
Portugal), who, in the Port city of Veracruz (México) in 1701 claimed and obtained for himself
and his sister the inheritance of his brother Antonio, who had died ab intestato and had been
buried in the city of Veracruz.122 Both Domingo and Francisca, the latter resident in Portugal,
were publicly known as “non-natives of the Kingdom of Spain” and as such they were
theoretically unable to inherit.
In the event that there were no heirs claiming a right to such goods immediately after their
relative’s demise, too, the inheritances of foreigners who died in the Indies were in any case sent
to Seville without any objections being raised. This was the case, for example, of Domingo de
Aguilar, a native of Genoa in Italy, who was defined by witnesses in the Santiago de Guatemala
Juzgado de bienes de difuntos papers as a “Spaniard of Genoese nationhood”.123 As can be seen,
then, in Guatemalaʼs society a person born outside the so-called Kingdom of Spain could,
however, also be considered a “Spaniard” unproblematically. The tribunal thus wrote to Seville
for the purposes of passing his inheritance to his heirs who were in Italy.
The opposite occurred in the Seville Casa de Contratación tribunal when the vacant
inheritances of such people arrived in this Andalusian city, where the king demanded and
obtained its confiscation as “goods of foreigners”. What is the explanation for this contradictory
behaviour within the same royal administration? The key comes from the sources themselves:
the lawyers defending abeyant inheritances at the Casa de Contratación show that two equal
and contradictory legal assumptions operated in the Indies and Spain. In the Indies it was
assumed that the simple fact of having arrived in the Americas demonstrated that the
individuals concerned were in some way naturalised Spanish. Foreigners were indeed forbidden
from travelling to the Spanish Indies. Presence and roots in colonial society were thus a de facto
situation which implied rights of belonging. The fact of having heirs to succession in loco was
simply a further demonstration of successful integration into colonial society.
In Seville, on the other hand, the opposite assumption applied : the fact of not having heirs in
loco implied that, for the king, such people were foreigners and had thus travelled without a
king’s license in the Indies, even when it was possible to demonstrate that the deceased had
arrived legally and settled. This, for example, was the case of Manuel Soares de Oliviera, who
had served as lawyer to the Real Audencia in the Philippines from 1626 to 1675, acted as judge
to the island’s governors general, was a citizen (vecino) of Manila, had held public offices there
and married a Spaniard (both during and after the Union of the Spanish and Portuguese
Crowns).124 Despite the fact of having all the appurtenances of a naturalized Spaniard, his assets
were seized by the Casa de la Contrataición as pertaining to a foreigner. In other words, their
foreigner status was demonstrated by the fact that they had effectively been unable to pass their
assets on (and not vice versa).
To avoid good vassals of the king of Spain effectively being treated like foreigners by local
institutions in the Indies –i.e. not put in a condition to pass on their goods– as had occurred in
the early days of the conquest, special royal protection had to be implemented for this specific
category of mobile subjects. Mobility was viewed with suspicion in ancient regimeʼs societies.125
On this subject, however, the observations made by Tamar Herzog on the migratory policies of
the Spanish crown apply. These were designed less to forbid movement in itself (guaranteed by
ius migrandi, a natural right taken to the extent of justifying the colonisation and conquest of
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the New World) than to distinguish between those with good reason to move (i.e. medieval
pilgrims and merchants or Early Modern conquistadors and missionaries) and those who had
no grounds on which to do so (i.e. debtors, foreigners without permits, vagabonds or infidels).
According to ius gentium, all individuals had the right to move from one of the kingdom’s
realms to another but one important limitation did exist: remaining isolated was forbidden. In
other words, all movements had to result in “incorporation”,126 an individual’s re-integration
into a new corporate-body which would guarantee for him (according to the principle of
collective responsibility) and thus be capable of limiting individuals’ inherent freedom, judged
potentially destructive by that society. It was for this reason that the laws encouraged family
emigration, for example, and families reunions, and discouraged the emigration of single people
and husbands without wives.127
Given these premises, in my opinion the genealogy of the Royal claim on vacant goods may
well be traceable to the principles behind the medieval protection accorded to good mobility.
Mobile individuals did not fully belong to local society but were not for this reason deserving of
the “hateful laws” applied to foreigners (as the attorney of the above-mentioned Manuel Soares
de Oliviera put it).128 It is not, in my opinion, by chance that over the 18th century in Mexico the
Juzgado name evolved from the generic “General tribunal of deceased estates” to “General
tribunal of the Overseas” (Juzgado general de Ultramarinos),129 overturning the colonial
perspective and thus distinguishing sharply between the “overseas” and those who belonged, the
peninsula’s inhabitants from the vecinos of the Realms of the New Spain.
Thus, like the earliest conquistadores, their “good mobility” had to be protected by a special
jurisdiction mitigating their legal vulnerability. It was a jurisdiction which watched over the reincorporation of each individual into their own household and made sure that even people
without heirs had one: the King. In the last analysis, it was the very sovereignty of the King of
Spain, against the claims of others, which was at stake. As the college of fiscal attorneys and the
Milanese Magistrato straordinario put it in 1662 –arguing against the claims of the Church to
the vacant inheritance of the Bishop of Trent (who died in the Spanish Lombardy in 1659)– in a
report to the Madrid ʼs king:
It is the King who has the right to the vacant goods on the grounds of supreme rule and
jurisdiction over the area […] and it is a regalìa [i.e. a right belonging to the sovereign],
inherent to the bones of the prince and estimated one of his greatest rights. […] A right of
which only the Prince is capable, or those to whom he has delegated it, and no-one
else.130
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Using the corporeal metaphor, the right to vacant goods was the King’s skeleton. Thus this
claim and its defence defined sovereignty.

Conclusions: Notes for a Comparative
Analysis
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As we have seen, when faced with the crisis of the household, many subjects field social and
institutional mechanisms designed to reinforce trust131 in the fact that the domestic institutions
do their duty to society as a whole, in both economic and social order terms. Such mechanisms
take charge of ensuring the greatest possible continuity and, when this is not possible, they
attempt to substitute for families.
A minimum common denominator, which I believe characterises the solutions found to the
issue of household failure, from the legal technique point of view is the tutelage by a higher body
(or one which claims superiority and attempts to consolidate this) over a lower body for the
purposes of ensuring tasks constitutionally entrusted to it (or which the higher body imposes on
it).132 The downgrading of the governed body to a state of a minor needing tutelage, a very long
way from being characteristic of colonial contexts alone,133 turns out to be a basic mechanism of
patriarchal authority (with solid roots, at least in Europe, in the idea of the paternal direction of
the Church and the medieval theory of corporations).134 Power, in Early Modern Europe, was
primarily depicted as iurisdictio (the act of declaring the right) but also “oeconomica coercitio”:
[…] the sovereign “as the head and the parent of the Commonwealth” [tamquam
Reipublicae caput et parens] can legitimately […] assume the attitudes and vocation of a
paterfamilias in relation to his subjects. Like this latter, in particular, he does not limit

himself to conserving and administering the domestic patrimony but also provides for
the needs of the weaker subjects subjected to his tutelage. Thus, the prince’s task is not
simply to manage the riches of the great state family (i.e. his fiscus) but also “the
solicitude, and the domestic authority to give administrators and superintendants to all
those lacking the power to act on their own business or their own things” [haec cura, et
auctoritas oeconomica dandi nempe curatores, vel administratores iis omnibus qui suis
negotiis, aut rebus interesse non valent]”.135
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The bulk of medieval theories, in fact, tend to equate the incapable needing protection with a
whole series of legal persons entrusted with collective interests. This mechanism can be noted at
the corporate level, as self-protection –and it is for this reason that city administrators, for
example, described their role as “tutors” of the city and, as we have seen in Regensburg, were so
defined in relation to their safeguarding of the hereditary succession of their citizens.136 The
king’s jurists’ claim is to be considered an extension of royal tutelage to the detriment of other
entities making the same claim (first of all, the local communities). The reduction of governees
to a state of legal incapacity, at any event, would appear not to be exclusive to European society
(and Roman-Canon law) but is also to be found in Japan137 and was used by the Bayt al-mâl to
justify his actions in the Ottoman empire.138
Alongside the tutelage mechanism, and precisely in reference to the issue of succession to
vacant goods, what was at stake was also the mechanism of substitution and representation: as
the heir identifies with the deceased, the sovereign’s succession (and that of other subjects such
as the city, the religious institution, etc.) to the person and interests of the deceased would seem
to have taken place via substitution and representation. If pater familias is considered a legal
status, as a person or a mask to be worn to acquire a certain capacity to act,139 the conflicts
which took place around this nucleus of interests, the family patrimonium, can perhaps be
described as a struggle for representation140, namely for the personification of this mask.141
The whole volume is dedicated to the comparative analysis of these issues, so in these last
lines I would just like to offer some cause for reflection: I would argue that this is a consequence
of a more general mechanism underlying many societies, based on hierarchical inequality,142
that is the collective responsibility characterising the self-government structures of the
corporate bodies which limited individual freedom. If, on one hand, it laid the foundations for
the self-government of a whole series of public interests, on the other, it was potentially used by
rulers to impose a series of services on lower bodies. Such a mechanism is certainly not
exclusive to the Euro-Mediterranean area but is observable in many societies which are very
distant from one another in both time and space, as studies based on archaeologicalanthropological research like that of Richard Blanton and Lane Fargher have highlighted.143
Just as neighbourhoods regulated the lives of the European cities and communities,144
systems of mutual responsibility are known to have existed in the Asian context and regulated
justice and the paying of revenues: think, for example, of collective responsibility at the village
community (mura) and district (chō) levels in Japan, or of multiple household organisation
systems such as the bao-jia (China), goningumi (Japan) or the “five household control law”
(Korea).145
It should not, then, surprise us to find (as in the German cities referred to) a system of will
registration in Japanese ward and street communities, too, designed to ensure the correct
functioning of succession and avoid estates passing into the hands of foreigners.146 Just as, in
Spain, King Charles I ordered the registration of all those leaving for the Western Indies in 1531
without distinguishing between “naturals” and “foreigners”, “because if they should die in the
said Indies we will know where those who are to inherit live and who their heirs are”,147 Japan’s
civil registration system (shūmon aratame) was also designed to anchor family heads and heirs
to their obligations: “farmers cannot leave […] unless they have appointed an heir, as they must
pay land taxes”.148
Not only, then, do the norms regulating mobility in Japan closely resemble those adopted, for
example, in English parishes in the Early Modern age149 or the ban on leaving the province
imposed on those with cases pending at Juzgado de bienes de difuntos in the Spanish empire,150
but the words with which Ogyū Sorai151 (Seidan, Discourse on Government, 1725-1727 ca.)
described the ideal society based on “ancient laws” also echo what I have said on the subject of
individual incorporation and “good mobility” in the European context:
When people are attached to their native village, their relatives also live close by.
Moreover, when their friends from early childhood also fill their neighborhood, it is a
matter of course that they do not do evil out of consideration for these relative and
friends. Furthermore, whether in a city block or in a village, there is no one whom the

block or village elder does not know. When people know each other from generation to
generation and are intimate from childhood, they know what is good and what is bad
about each other. And when, on the basis of the law of the five-family contingents
(goningumi) things are investigated, nothing can remain hidden.152
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In this ideal society, in which everyone remained anchored to the place assigned them by
inheritance (an household, a place), “harmony would naturally prevail in people’s relationships
and evil people naturally be kept at a distance”.153 The isolated individual, free of limitations and
responsibilities, was, on the other hand, cause of the evils which 18th century Japan laboured
under:
We now have census registers (ninbetsuchō), block [chō, machi] and village [mura]
elders and five-family contingents [goningumi], but people move freely and can even go
freely to other provinces. When people can come from and go to other provinces and
settle where they want, people throughout Japan soon fall into disorder. Confusion
spreads and they become temporary residents wherever they live. They develop no
constant feelings; they do not care for their neighbours and the neighbours do not care
for them. “I know nothing at all about his background!” they say, thereby ridding
themselves of all responsibility. So when it is not known where people have come from,
the nanushi elders and everyone else simply state that these people do not concern them,
and each and every one cares only for himself and follows only his own desires.154
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Such a mindset would have been shared in the Early Modern Spanish World without any
problems.
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